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About This Content

Bring your town into the future with a new set of unique buildings from a top Cities: Skylines modding star! Add a splash of
"archi-technology" to the city with fifteen new creations from Mauro "GCVos "Vos, created exclusively for this content pack.

Ten new unique buildings plus five technologically advanced city service buildings will have your town ready for a better
tomorrow!

Unique buildings:

Vertical Farm

Nanotechnology Center

Research Center

Robotics Institute

Semiconductor Plant

Software Development Studio
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Space Shuttle Launch Site

Television Station

Biodome

Electric Car Factory

Service Buildings:

Intelligence Agency - Large Police HQ

Medical Laboratory - Clinic without ambulances

Cryopreservatory - Large Crematorium

Faculty - Small University

Wave Power Plant
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.0GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6400+, 3.2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVIDIA GeForce GTX 260, 512 MB or ATI Radeon HD 5670, 512 MB (Does not support Intel Integrated Graphics
Cards)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian
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Awesome guns, awesome tunes! This retro shooter takes me back so hard I can feel the Afro growing in again. First there was
SPT, then A10, but now BellyBots is the go-to shooter for duckin, dodgin, weavin, and just general takin it to the man in style..
Beautiful little game with very nice graphics but has one BIG problem: you cannot adjust the music/sound fx volume.. shame !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24puuk3KhXM. Surprised it worked on the oculus.It has much things to do including free
movement.It was a steal for what you get and what it costs.. A german kid of gaming. Looks nice, but whole on German. 6/10.
Dark Angels is a great visualised HOG with an interesting storyline and a soundtrack that sounds as if it was from a famous
singer. The hidden objects scenes are sometimes a liitle tricky but also interesting. Unfortunately the minigames didn't work
completely and there was not great difference by the kind of games.. Its a very fantastic, open world game. You can play it with
friends. Is better that Fortnite even though its the best remake of fortnite. Had potential, but couldn't evolve to keep up with the
leading games. It has some unnatural aspects, like homming missiles in 1944, and unkillable planes... It started as the leading
game but turned out amoung the last.. a fun game to play when you're high on weed. A solid graphic novel that with great visuals
and exellent story, this game took about 2 hours to complete and was well worth its price tag. I'd really like to see more of this
developer like this. its prety damn good at what it does
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the music is very cooldowning the stress . i like it very much , sadly it's very short also . pretty nice game to relief stress during
homework.. a simple yet fun game with friends. dont expect too much as its a very new game but the developers listen to buyers
and have been making improvements.. Good game, well worth 99c.. I don't find this quite as good as the second weapons pack,
but it still has some nice additions.

The Scythe is a slow, hard-hitting melee weapon. Vaguely similar to the Claymore but it's even slower, a tad stronger and feels
more effective in terms of crowd control (provided you can time your swings well so as not to get caught with your pants down
inbetween swings). Altfire stuns husks regardless of whether you get a headshot, you can even stun two (probably even 3 or 4)
with one swing. My melee weapon of choice most of the time.

The Tommy Gun is completely outclassed by the other two versions of the same weapon (one from the 2nd DLC, one unlocked
by owning Rising Storm). This one just doesn't feel worth using unless you really want to feel like an american soldier in WWII.

The Flarevolver is pretty decent once you learn how to lead your target because the projectiles are very slow. Good for playing
firebug sensibly (well, trying to play firebug sensibly) or as an offperk weapon - it's fairly affordable even offperk (at 500) and
great for kiting because you can just set a monster on fire and move on. It's also a viable method of slowly killing FPs as long as
you cut line of sight every now and then because one bodyshot + the ensuing burn DoT is just under the rage threshold. When a
shot hits something it has a small AoE blast that does a bit of damage to everything in the immediate surroundings and sets it on
fire, too.
There is also an akimbo variant if you prefer spamming over accuracy.

The Buzzsaw bow is just a stupid gimmick that I see people buying constantly because of the flawed "IT'S EXTREMELY
EXPENSIVE SO IT HAS TO BE GOOD" mindset. It can be pretty effective (eg for stunning scrakes at a distance if you for
some reason want to do that) but the pricetag is just unjustified. You can live without this.

So yeah, some of these weapons can be good (I presume the main selling point for most people are flarevolvers) but it's not
exactly stellar. I still recommend grabbing it on sale though.. This game is the best I have ever played and i've played alot of
games. The storyline is kind of messed up but this game follows the comics instead of the TV Series and in the TV show
Tyreese and them show up at the prison they aren't with the main group at Hershel's farm. There is something I don't like about
the game and that is that it's kinda like The Escapists the way you have to do tasks or walkers will get in, I mean you have to
wash clothes or else a walker will get inside? It just doesn't make sense. Something I would like though is a level editor and a
level editor tutorial for this game and a Steam Workshop same for the first escapists. In The Escapists I created a prison tested it
and the guards beat me up as soon as I left my cell even though it was inside the prison. I know that had nothing to do with this
game but I didn't want to have to write an entire other review and the only thing that I wanted in this game and the other was a
level editor and a tutorial for the level editor. Other than that I love both of the games and I hope everyone that buys it loves it as
well!. A nice little throwback 8-bit adventure. Full of humour and simple yet effective controls. Only issue is a small bug which
effects the last boss fight.. You have three distinct sets of weaponry with their own powers, of which you can choose two to
switch between. Waves of enemies come at you, but does not feel like a wave shooter at all. It's exhausting but fun. Great
graphics too. I really enjoy it in co-op.. .............\/\u00b4\u00af\/)......................................(\\\u00af`\\
............\/...\/\/.........................................\\\\...\\
..........\/....\/\/............................................\\\\ ..\\
.....\/\u00b4\u00af\/....\/\u00b4\u00af\\.........................................\/\u00af`\\....\\\u00af`\\
..\/.\/.. \/....\/....\/. |_...EPIC STORE. |..\\....\\....\\...\\.\\
(.(....(....(....\/.) ..)..........................(...(.\\....).....)...).)
.\\................\\\/...\/.............................\\...\\\/.................\/
..\\...................\/................................\\....................\/
...\\.................(.................................)..................\/. Very much worth picking up for its trippy, slower paced, strategic gameplay.
Great demonstration of how to use limited space to make the player traverse the available area and work out the best shots.
Arcadey goodness and does not put a timer in place to make you feel rushed. One of the better Vive experiences and totally
worth the price. Hoping for increased variety of levels and challenges in the future.. Hands down one of the best experiences
i've had on vive, really wish there was more or a sequel. I am completely in love with this game.
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